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This edition of Fellowship Matters is different to our usual one.
For a start, there are no advertised events or services.
But we hope that you will find something to enjoy and reflect on
within these pages.
At the time of publishing, there is no end in sight for the country
with regards to the COVID-19 crisis.
Events are still being cancelled and the world seems in many ways
to be on hold.
However, we believe that God is sovereign over this situation.
We believe that the Father is wanting us to love our neighbours.
We believe that the Son is weeping beside the grieving.
We believe that the Holy Spirit is active in transforming his world.
We believe that light will overcome the darkness.

There’s always more than one side to every story…
It could not have gone any worse for him. What started as a promising, if flawed, idea has come to a catastrophic, and unsurprising,
end. He had been the talk of the town. No, that’s not putting it
strongly enough. If not a national celebrity, he had certainly been
the toast of many a gathering: travelling the local area, healing the
sick, feeding the hungry both literally and metaphorically, taking on
the authorities and bamboozling
the religious elite with theological
gymnastics. Performing naturedefying miracles as easily as you
or I tie up our sandals.
It’s not every day that we see with
our own eyes the raising of a dead
man. Particularly one who has been behind their tombstone for
several days. Yes, we might argue that after a few minutes of inactivity there could have been a mistake and the one assumed
dead suddenly starts breathing. But not after three days.
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But there he was, our man standing in front of the cave mouth, caring not a jot for the putrid smell that accompanied the shambling
figure as the one they call Lazarus appeared from the blackness,
swathed in stained bandages to be greeted by gasps and screams
from the previously-grieving onlookers. I’ll never forget the look on
the faces of the recently dead man’s sisters as they hesitated before rushing forward to greet their resurrected brother. To take him
off for a bathe, I hope.
As scandalous gestures go, this was just about the worst of them.
Whilst I can shrug off the reports of mass catering as local gossip,
I’ve been forced to come to terms with what I’ve personally witnessed of blind people being able to see and other restored bodies
and minds. But this was a step too far. Bodily resurrection is widely thought of as a total impossibility and yet I can’t deny my senses
in the midst of that crowd around the tomb.
And that hadn’t been the only recent occasion that resonated with
so many.
There was that procession into Jerusalem only a few days ago.
Riding on a donkey, accompanied by singing and chanting the like
of which is only heard during circus season. But instead of the
mixed clamour as each one cheers on their favourite gladiator or
bear, the many heads thronging the streets were united in the focus of their adoration: one man and his donkey. It made me think
of the parades I’ve heard about as Caesar’s army return from the
victorious conquest of yet another annexation to the “glorious” Roman Empire. Places like our own sorry land, existing under the unwelcome boot of occupation.
But this is what the crowd was also expecting: relief from oppressive reign and the ushering in of a newly restored Promised Land.
And for a brief moment I almost joined them in their belief. I allowed myself the luxury of imagining a world without Roman
boundaries, laws and restrictions. What would it be like to walk
around in freedom? I ask myself. To worship in true freedom, to
adhere to all those laws without having to get them past the censors first.
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But then I got a grip again. Of course that couldn’t happen. It has
been tried before and it would fail just like all those previous attempts. Inglorious failure followed swiftly by retribution and brutality meted out on all who happen to get in their vengeful path. The
passageways around the temple littered again with the corpses of
those who for a short while thought that one man might be able to
defeat the might of Rome. One man and a few simple labourers
from the unfashionable lakeside area to the north; not much of a
revolutionary army really.
And so it proved.
I suppose after all the death I’ve witnessed I’m fairly immune to the
screaming, the sound of nail grating against bone, all the sights,
sounds and smells that accompany the further extremes of their
justice system. And yet there was something strangely compelling
about the one in the middle on that stinking hill just outside the city.
Maybe it was the sign that had been fixed above his head, pointing
out to all and sundry the folly of his claim of royalty. Maybe it was
the disdain of those in uniform whose very presence dared his followers to interfere. Maybe it was the weeping of those who had
gone from cheering to jeering in such a short space of time.
Or maybe it was something else.
I can’t get rid of the nagging feeling that we’ve all been blind-sided
by this chap. Not just his followers, who have all absented themselves fearing the same fate might be awaiting them. Not just the
crowd, who are starting to move away now that the main event is
over. Not just my colleagues, whose bloodlust seems to be petering out as each laboured breath shakes the body hanging before
us.
And then the gasping stops, the final words, enigmatic as ever, are
spoken, and I’m left… unsatisfied.
I should be triumphant; one more stay of execution for our religious
order by giving over one more lamb for the slaughter. And yet I
can’t escape the possibility that we’ve all got it wrong. The Romans, us Jews, everyone.
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Could it have been that my vision of
freedom from Roman tyranny had
been wrong, but for different reasons? Could it have been that for
once I hadn’t been right at all?
That everyone, from Caiaphas,
Herod, Pilate right down to those
hairy fishermen, misunderstood his
message.
That salvation isn’t just from earthly tyranny, that water isn’t just for
life and that no amount of rules will get us our true identity as children of Yahweh.
Standing in the lengthening shadows, as the sudden darkness
fades into the natural twilight of the end of this peculiar day, I’m left
wondering if this whole thing is part of a plan so much bigger than
everyone expects. The only comfort I can draw from this is that it
is, at last, finished. We’ll never know…
———
Imagined as an eye-witness account by an unnamed member of
the Sanhedrin, Jerusalem AD33
Take time to reread the accounts of Jesus’ death in any or all of
the four Gospels. Place yourself into the story as any of those who
were there: member of the crowd, frightened disciple watching
from afar, triumphant Roman, thief facing justice or a member of
the religious elite like this.
What would you write about all that you see and experience on that
first Good Friday? If you want to commit something down on paper, please send it to Paul (by hand or email
minister@clarebaptistchurch.org.uk) for future publication…
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World Day of Prayer

What is it? What does it mean? It used to be called Women’s
World Day of Prayer, but they’ve now dropped the ‘Women’s’, and
I’m not too sure why, because it is organised each year by the
women of a different country, and then, all over the world local services are likewise organised by women. Here in Clare, it is quite
well supported by the four churches, which are all involved, each
taking a turn at hosting the event.
This year, the country represented and responsible for the form of
the service was Zimbabwe, and the theme was ‘Rise! Take your
mat and walk’. The service opened with Leader 1 laying the bible
open at John 5, 2 – 9. Leader 2 brought in the mat, and then three
girls (well, we were all girls once!) lit the candles; RED for LOVE,
WHITE for PEACE and YELLOW for RECONCILIATION. There
was a letter from the women of Zimbabwe the reading of which
was shared by a member of each church, a bible reading and a
meditation, plus of course hymns – most of which were well known.
One, however, was not and we all struggled with that one, even
though those of us who had been to the two preparatory bible studies had practised it. It was one that I could imagine the Zimbabweans singing to the rhythm of drums. At the end of the service we
all left with a sisal-plaited bookmark as a symbol of the service and
our commitments.
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Next year the organising country is Vanuatu, which I confess I am
not familiar with. Please come and join us if you can - it is always
a worthwhile and meaningful service.
Anne Barrable

Bellringing
On Sunday 1st March, the Suffolk Guild of Ringers undertook to
ring a ‘Full Peal’ in the parish church, which, as you will be aware,
we are almost next door to. We had to resort to Google to find out
exactly what this meant.
Wikipedia says “the term peal or "full peal" is applied to the ringing
of sequences including each possible permutation of the set of
bells exactly once. On five bells (Doubles), there are 120 permutations taking about four minutes to ring on tower bells. This is arrived at by the calculation 1 × 2 × 3 × 4 × 5 = 120 unique permutations. These figures rapidly increase as more bells are added.”.
I’m sure that you knew that already! It sounds very complicated, but in rather simpler terms, it
meant that the bells were rung
continuously, as you may have
heard, from 2.30 until 6 o’clock.
Furthermore, the ringers cannot
take a break or take any refreshment – which is quite a feat.
With the completion of this
amazing effort, a Full Peal has
been rung in Clare church 83
times, the first of which was on
13th January 1780. Just for the
record – we enjoyed the experience!
Colin Barrable
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Madeline Haines
Loyal and dependable, hard working and kind, all these are
things that Madeline was and more. Perhaps not the dynamic
front person, but the one who patiently soldiered on in the background, supporting and enabling others to play their part.

A strong Methodist for most of her life, Madeline quickly settled
into the Baptist Church when she retired to live in Clare near to
her family, and her administrative and musical skills were soon in
demand.
In her meticulous way she recorded the Church Meeting minutes
for several years and typed the weekly sheets before computers
came into general use. She taught in the Sunday School and attended Women’s Meeting, where she accompanied the hymns.
She also played the violin in the worship group and her rich alto
voice enhanced the singing.

In the community, she lent a hand at Monday Welcome Group in
Churchill Close and the Senior Centre in the Community Hall.
She also took part in orchestras, music groups and choirs in
Clare and beyond.
Above all, Madeline was a good friend to many and her life-long
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faith shone through all that she did. For me, personally, her friendship has meant so much over the years. She encouraged my husband, Bob, even when he was ill in his love of music, and we enjoyed holidays together after Bob died. Since my move to Devon
in 2013, I have valued her regular letters, newspaper cuttings and
telephone calls, continuing our friendship and keeping in touch.
Madeline will be greatly missed, but we give thanks to God for her
life.
Doris Baker
Madeline came to live in Clare after she retired and lived next to
her sister Jennifer on the Heights. Although a staunch Methodist,
she came to the Baptist Church and soon became an active and
talented member.
Many of us remember her sitting quietly in the Church meetings, or
at the women’s meeting, with pencil and pad taking the minutes.
Others will remember her playing her violin along with Bob Baker
for special services or when the Church performed “From Pharoah
to Freedom” in 1986.
Some younger members may remember her teaching in the Senior
Department of the Sunday School Where she found some of the
boys (sons of prominent Church members) rather challenging. For
many years on one Monday a month Madeline attended the Monday Welcome Group when a group of residents at Churchill Close
met for Fellowship with a few members of the Church, she would
struggle in with her Keyboard to lead the singing.
Madeline was a long-term member at the Shaw’s house group
where she was invaluable for her knowledge of the Bible and beautifully expressed prayers. She was a regular attender of the
Church, especially enjoying the older hymns and where possible
providing the alto lines to them.
She will be greatly missed by many.
Janet Baillie
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Ladies Day at All Saints Church, Milton
by Jackie Taylor
On Saturday 14th March Jenny, Elsa, Rita and myself set off to
spend the day at All Saints church. When we arrived, we were
greeted with tea, coffee or fruit juice. We then went into the church
to find some seats, on our seats was a small packet of Love Hearts
and a small ceramic dove with peace written on it, which was a
lovely thought.
We started the day with Prayer and Praise, which made me feel
calmer. Ruth our first speaker who was very vibrant and clear
spoke about conflict and kept us riveted to our seats – she said
she has mediated and tried to resolve issues. She picked out a Bible reading, John 8 v2-11 and asked us ‘where is the conflict’?
Conflict can cause unnecessary stress so we should take a minute
or two to think before we speak (how true that is). We stopped for
lunch, again tea, coffee etc was supplied, and gave us time to mingle with others.
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Back into church. Jinny was our second speaker. She was much
quieter than Ruth. Jinny didn’t get married until she was 65 years
old. She believes God prepared her husband with his first wife who
apparently was a lovely lady. Jinny didn’t have a very good life before then, but she had a strong faith and through this God guided
her and gave her happiness with her new husband.
If we encourage each other to have faith in God He will always be
by your side in good times and in bad.
All in all, we had a very interesting day and it made us stop and
think.
Love and peace to you all.

At this time of Coronavirus, churches across the world have
stopped their usual Sunday services. Many have moved to online
gatherings, either streaming live services from Minister’s living
rooms or holding meetings where folk can still see each other (and
their homes and gardens).
Clare Baptist Church is keeping in contact using a combination of
telephone, technology and traipsing:

Everyone who is in the Church Directory is encouraged to make
contact with the person who is the next entry in that Directory. A
simple “how are you?” is where the conversation starts (maybe
with a “who are you?” if you usually sit on different sides of the
church...)
The church website is regularly updated with “Thought for the
Week” and “Midweek Musings” to read. These, along with prayers, notices and readings are sent out via email as well.
Paper copies are also hand delivered to those who need them.
In these ways, we stay connected as we have to be apart.
We trust in God’s Holy Spirit to fill the gap between us.
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